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PART  1: Review Comments 
 

 Reviewer’s comment Author’s comment (if agreed with reviewer, correct the manuscript and 
highlight that part in the manuscript. It is mandatory that authors should write 
his/her feedback here) 

Compulsory REVISION comments 
 

 
Introduction: Few lines and references  on causes of CVST would enable the 
reader to better understand 
 
Discussion part : CVST after vaccination needs to be discussed as many papers 
have already been published in this area .  

In patient 4 and  5, this seems to be side effects of covid 19 vaccine, in which 
authors must differentiate between normal CVST and also the immune 
thrombotic CVST.  

 
Case 3: Was there any previous medical records on the proven psychotic 
symptoms and taking the Levatiracetam 
 

 

Minor REVISION comments 
 

 
Introduction: Please differentiate between reference number one and ref number 
two, the statement says as affecting in ref number one and incidence in reference 
number two. These may be clubbed or be made clear. 
 
 
dexamethasone 4mg tid  : tid is Not  uniform in all places 
 
anisocoria- this is corrected , check the spelling in MS 
 
mannitol 200mls od, -  Sometimes caps and sometimes small , make it uniform 

Pueperium--- check the spelling in MS 

Discussion: check the spelling of constitutes  (this is corrected ) 

According to the International Study on Cerebral vein and Dural Sinus 
Thrombosis, the most commonly affected sites are the transverse sinus followed 
by the superior sagittal sinus.- give reference for this statement  

 
Anticoagualated—check the spelling  
 
Steroids are not recommended are are linked to a poorer prognosis in CVST 
even in the presence of underlying parenchymal lesions, unless indicated  by 
underlying conditions such as meningitis or malignancy---Check the sentence 
and correct the spelling  
 
Antiepileptic drugs must not be given routinely as prophylaxis but should be 
admnistered —check the spelling 
 
Figure 1 and 2: Please highlight by arrows where the notable changes present 

Figure 3:  Please highlight by arrows where the notable changes present 

put a, b, c for each figure and make the legends clear for each figure. 

 

Figure 4:  Please highlight by arrows where the notable changes present, 
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,please put a, b, c for each figure and make the legends clear for each figure. 

 

Figure 5:   Please highlight by arrows where the notable changes present 

, please put a, b, c for each figure and make the legends clear for each figure. 

Table 1: Case 3 only died as per the MS, but in table it  is wrongly mentioned as 
Case 2, died.. check once more and verify  

Optional/General comments 
 

 
This is good work, the data is important in the current context of public health 
challenges. 
 
Overall the manuscript needs minor revision, the spelling need to be checked 
twice. 
 

 

 
 
PART  2:  
 

 
Reviewer’s comment Author’s comment (if agreed with reviewer, correct the manuscript and highlight 

that part in the manuscript. It is mandatory that authors should write his/her 
feedback here) 

Are there ethical issues in this manuscript?  
 

 
(If yes, Kindly please write down the ethical issues here in details) 
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